“Data maintenance in the web frontend enables simple and targeted access to
article maintenance. The provision of data for the store and the high degree
of automation - even for complex print layouts - enable us to always provide
up-to-date, high-quality product communication in all media.”
Lisa Wiesauer, Head of product management, FAIE Handelsgesellschaft mbH

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
Based on the crossbase standard software, a standard solution for PIM and cross
media publishing was implemented for FAIE. The FAIE product data is maintained in
a clear product hierarchy. The products are further enriched with extensive pictures,
documents and continuous texts and are displayed in the market- and media-specific
product view of the mail order catalog, which comprises more than 440 pages.
The print production takes place with the production mode “free design”. At first,
the products are positioned freely on the catalog page. Pictures and tables are then
manually arranged on the catalog page by the layouter and the coordinates are saved
back to the database. This means that the layout can be designed absolutely freely
and images, texts and tables can continue to be updated automatically.
Shortly before printing, the price data, which are automatically entered into the crossbase database by the merchandise management system, are automatically imported.
The data for the FAIE online shop and the browsable catalog come via API server
from the crossbase database.

Company description
FAIE-Handelsgesellschaft mbH exists since
1964 and has now been serving the agricultural industry for over 50 years. Today FAIE
offers the most comprehensive mail order
program in this field in Europe with its catalog
of more than 440 pages. The FAIE catalog
is the reference work for every farmer in the
German-speaking world. FAIE is one of the
leading mail order companies in the agricultural sector.
Type of company:
Trading company
Industry:
Tools
Sales range:
Over 30,000 products
Sales volume:
n. a.
Number of employees:
approx. 50
ERP system:
n. a.
Software type: Standard software
Solution type: Standard solution
FAIE Handelsgesellschaft mbH
A-4840 Regau
Contact person:
Mr. Harald Steinbichler
Tel.: +43 7672 716-17
harald.steinbichler@faie.at
www.faie.at

THE INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION COMPONENTS
y PIM with integrated product and image database
y Printed sales catalog with price update via inventory management
y Dealer login with dealer-specific information and search by postcode and location
y Provision of data for web platform (online catalog, scrollable catalog)
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